Sospes means Safety

Easy, Fast and Powerful EHS Management Software

-80%

-50%

Reduced Incident Rates

Decreased Worker’s Comp Costs

+500%
Improved Employee Engagement

Improve Engagement

Ensure Compliance

Easy-to-use mobile app allows all
employees to participate in creating &
maintaining a safe, productive culture.

Complete your OSHA 301, 300, 300A,
Worker’s Compensation & other
regulatory reports automatically.

Communicate Consistently

Increase Accountability

Real-time alerts & notifications allow
supervisors to respond faster and
more effectively.

Assign witness reports, investigations
and tasks. Improve accountability &
ensure resolutions are completed.

Optimize Results

Big Picture Focus

Employee reports identify conditions
requiring action, task monitoring ensures
actions are completed on a timely basis,
& dashboards confirm the impact of the
actions.

Monitor your overall safety program
including leading indicators and
operating behavior trends, for a safer,
more productive workspace.

Save Time

World Class Support

Automated data collection & real-time
report creation eliminates paper &
administrative overhead.

Sospes is your partner. Our customer
success managers are there every step
of the way from presale planning
through implementation & training, and
on-going support after go-live.

sospes.com | 866-623-6424 | info@sospes.com

Powerful EHS Management Software That Works for Your Organization
Safety Management

Workplace Safety Management at Your
Fingertips
Workplace safety management software paired with an
easy mobile app allows you to manage injuries,
environmental releases, motor-vehicle accidents,
property damage, near-misses and safety observations
from any mobile device. Even if you’re offline!
Mobile Inspections

Paperless Means Faster, Easier & More
Accurate
Use your current forms or select from the Sospes library and
begin completing inspections, DVIRs, job briefings, JHAs, quality
checklists and more from any phone, tablet or computer. Sospes’
users can create their own forms form our easy forms-builder
and intuitive widgets library. All forms can be scheduled with
reminder alerts making it easy to keep track of deadlines.
Certification Management

Accessibility and Automation
Reduce the administrative workload of tracking employee
certifications and credentials by staying up to date with
automated alerts and notifications and accessing records in realtime from any mobile device.

Real-Time Data Insights

Unlock the Power of Data Driven Improvement
Accurately visualize safety and operational metrics with
dashboards generated in real-time from safety incidents and
safety observations. Monitor leading indicators using the most
sophisticated analytics possible!
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